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[57] ABSTRACT

A user touch input and output display system which
combines elementsofa capacitive attenuator type touch
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switch and a display into a single system. In one em-
bodiment type, one of the electrodes of the display
performs double duty as a rear pad, for example a trans-
mitter pad, of a capacitive attenuator type touch switch.
The other rear pad necessary for operation of a capaci-
tive attenuator touch switch may either be within the
same chamberor envelope asthe display electrodes, or
may be outside the chamber. The display may for exam-
ple be a gas dischargedisplay, and the shared electrode
does double duty .as the display anode and a touch
switch transmitter pad. Alternatively, the display. may
be a liquid crystal display. In embodiments where the
other rear pad is within the chamber, to avoid noise
interference to the touch switch caused by the gaseous
discharge, it is preferable to operate the system in a
display mode and in a touch switch modeat different
times. During the touch switch mode,the display anode
whichalso serves as the touch switch transmitter padis
supplied with an effectively AC signal. During the
display mode, the display anode may be supplied with
either a pulsating or a steady DC voltage. In another
embodiment type,a liquid crystal display is driven by an
AC voltage source having a high series impedance, and
a display electrode is capacitively coupled to a touch
pad. Whena user touches the pad, sufficient signal is
shunted to ground to drop the voltage across the dis-
play electrode below that necessary to maintain visible
energization.

30 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures
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1

ELECTRICALLY INTEGRATED TOUCH INPUT
AND OUTPUT DISPLAY SYSTEM

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

The presentinventionrelates to input/output systems
which conveniently combine or integrate a touch
switch for data entry and a display device for data out-
put.

It has long been recognized that in many control
applications it is desirable to combine a display such as
an indicator light, with a switch actuating elementes-
sentially superimposed over the display. One common
approachis to provide a display lamp orthe like and a
more or less transparent switch superimposed over the
lamp. Advantages of such an approach include immedi-
ate feedback to the user at the physical location and
moment of contact, savings in required panel area
where input and output devices can be colocated, and .
potential savings in cost where one.device serves the
functions of two devices at less than the total cost of
two devices.

Examples of devices wherein data entry switches and
display devices are integrated in various manners and to
various degrees are provided by the following U.S.Pat.
Nos. 3,207,905—Bray; 3,757,322—Barkan et al.
4,017,848—Tannis, Jr.; 4,078,257—Bagley;
4,112,429—Tsuha et al and 4,121,204—Welchet al. In
each of the devices disclosed in these patents, the data
input switches and the display output elements are gen-
erally separately identifiable devices with merely a
physical connection between the two.

Other integrated entry/display systems have been
disclosed wherein thereis electrical interaction between

the data input elements andthe display output elements.
One example of this general approach is a technique
wherein an electrically conductive area (such as a
NESAspot) is applied to the outer envelope of a cold
cathode gaseous discharge lamp such as a neon lamp.
Anexciting voltage just below that whichis necessary
to trigger conduction is applied to the lampelectrodes.
With the display device thus just. ready to trigger, an
external electric field disturbance occasioned by the
proximity of a finger to the NESA spottriggers con-
duction in the display. In addition to merely providing
a visible indication, the conduction may. be used to
signal othercircuitry that the spot has been touched.
Thus a single device serves as both a switch and a dis-
play.

Another example of an integrated entry and display
device with electrical interaction between the display
and a touch switch, and one whichis particularly rele-
vant in the context of the present invention,is disclosed
in the Challoneret al U.S. Pat. No. 3,971,013. The Chal-
loner et al device includes an ACdriven gas discharge
panel display, and at least one conductive touch key
located proximatethe display to pick up an-AC voltage
from a stray field generated by the gas discharge panel
display. The Challoneret al device further includes an
electrical connection to the conductive touch key for
the purpose of detecting a drop in the AC voltage level
of the key which occurs due to the proximity of an
operator’s finger.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention-to provide an
effective integrated entry/display system where an
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electrical interaction between a display device and a
data input touch switch is employed to advantage.

It is another object.of the invention to provide such
an integrated entry/display system wherein a savingsin
operating circuitry as well as physical structure of the
entry/display device may be realized through the shar-
ing of common elements.

Briefly stated, and in accordance with one aspect of
the invention, there is provided an integrated entry/dis-
play system including a dielectric panel and a display
having at least one electrode adjacent one side, for
example a rear side, of the dielectric panel. In the illus- _
trated embodiments, the display is shown both as a gas.
discharge displayand as a liquid crystal display. Also
adjacent the one side ofthe dielectric panel, but electri-
cally insulated from the one display electrode, is a ca-
pacitive attenuator touch switch rear pad. A capacitive
attenuator touch switch front pad is-adjacent the other
side (front side) of the dielectric panel and arranged for
capacitive coupling through the. panel with both the one
display electrode and the touch switch-rear pad. Suit-
able circuitry is provided for operating the display by
applying a suitable signal to the one display electrode;
and additionally for operating the onedisplay electrode,
the touch switch rear pad and the touch switch front
padall together as a capacitive attenuator touch switch
by applying an effectively AC exciting voltage to one of
the electrodes on the oneside (rear side) of the dielec-
tric panel:and sensing the resultant signal capacitively
coupled to the other ofthe electrodes on therear side of
the dielectric panel. To achieve capacitive attenuator
touch switch operation, the circuitry operates to detect
a decrease in the coupled signal when the touch switch
front pad is touched. ,

Thus, the one display electrode serves dual functions
as an element on the display and as an.element of the
touch switch. Preferably, this display element is the
anode of a gas discharge display and also serves as the
transmitter pad of a capacitive attenuator touch switch.

In the event the display is a gas dischargedisplay,it
may have a single anode and a plurality of cathodes, for
example seven cathodes arranged in a configuration
known as a seven segment display for the purpose of
displaying numericaldigits.

The capacitive attenuator touch switch rear pad-may
be either positioned. inside the same sealed, gas-filled
envelope or chamberas the electrodesfor the display,
or it may be located outside the gas-filled envelope.
This is largely a matter of choice of fabrication tech-
nique, but in cases where the touch switch rear pad is
outside of the gas-filled chamber, the problem of mini-
mizing interference of the gas discharge display with
the capacitive input touch switch is minimized.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention,
in cases where operation of the display interferes with
the touch switch, as likely would be the case where the
touch switch rear pad is positioned within the gas-filled
chamberwhich, whenthe display is operating, contains
ionized gas, the capacitive attenuator touch switch is
utilized for presence detection at times when informa-
tion is not being displayed and the display is therefore
quiescent.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention,
applicable in particular to a liquid crystal display, the
display is driven by an AC voltage source having a high
series impedance. One of the displayelectrodes is ca-
pacitively coupledto a touch pad such that when the
touch pad is. touched sufficient signal is shunted to
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